QUESTIONNAIRE ON ACADEMIC PROMOTION

(to be returned to University of Sarajevo as soon as possible, e-mail: senadak@pmf.unsa.ba)

1. Please list academic and/or scientific titles awarded/promoted by your Institution:

PhD
Associate Professor

2. Academic promotion is based on:

____ YES _ Teaching
(includes:
____+__ activities related to teaching performance,
____+__ leadership in learning and teaching,
____- __ student-centred learning and teaching,
____+__ research-enhanced learning and teaching,
____+__ periods of teaching spent abroad or out of the home institution,
____- __ student evaluation
____ other (describe) : _____________________________________________)

____ YES __ Research
(includes
____+__ activities related to research performance,
____+__ leadership in research,
____ research mentoring and training (at master and/or PhD level),
____+__ published scientific papers,
____- __ research collaborations,
____- __ membership of national/international research organization
____- __ membership of editorial board of scientific journal
____+__ conference/congress participation,
____- __ invited talks,
____- __ national / international awards for research activities
____ other (describe) : _____________________________________________)

____ NO __ Community Engagement
(includes
3. Please give us detailed description of criteria for academic promotion related to Teaching (you may send us docemnts which regulate this part – university rules, related articles from legislation, etc.)

4. Please give us detailed description of criteria for academic promotion related to Research (you may send us docemnts which regulate this part – university rules, related articles from legislation, etc.)

According to the Resolution on Academic Personnel Promotion in Higher Education and Research Institutions, 467, 2007, completion of the PhD dissertation; at least three conference presentations, published in the conference proceedings; at least three published articles. As for the election into the position of associate professor, the requirements are as following: application after three years or more from becoming assistant professor; at least eight conference presentations, five of which published in conference proceedings; at least five published articles, one of which with IF; preparation of teaching lectures and materials for students; positive evaluation of pedagogical teaching abilities.

5. Please give us detailed description of criteria for academic promotion related to Community Engagement (you may send us docemnts which regulate this part – university rules, related articles from legislation, etc.)

Not applicable